Contributors

**Fleura Bardhi** is Professor of Marketing at Cass Business School, University of London, UK. Fleura’s research falls into consumer behavior, specifically consumer culture theory. Her work has been published in *Journal of Consumer Research, Harvard Business Review, Sloan Management Review, International Marketing Review, Consumption, Markets & Culture*, and *Psychology and Marketing*. Fleura is a member of the Editorial Review Board for *Journal of Marketing, Journal of Consumer Research, Journal of Service Research*, and *Consumption, Markets & Culture*. She was the co-chair for the ACR2018 Working Papers track and has twice co-chaired the Consumer Culture Theory PhD Workshop.

**Alokparna (Sonia) Basu Monga** is Professor of Marketing at Rutgers University, Newark and New Brunswick, USA. Sonia has a PhD in Marketing from the University of Minnesota, an MBA from Lancaster University, UK, and a B. Pharmacy degree from BITS, Pilani, India. Her research interests are in the area of consumer behavior, focusing on how consumers respond to branding activities, especially across cultures. Her research has appeared in the *Journal of Consumer Research, Journal of Marketing Research, Journal of Marketing, Journal of Consumer Psychology, and other journals*. She is currently on the Editorial Review Board of the *Journal of Consumer Research* and the *International Journal of Research in Marketing*. She teaches Brand Management at the MBA level, and Introductory Marketing at the undergraduate level. She has won awards for her research, teaching, and reviewing.

**Lauren Skinner Beitelspacher** is Associate Professor of Marketing at Babson College, USA. Lauren’s research interests include buyer–supplier relationships, retail management, and the retail supply chain. Her work has been published in numerous scholarly journals including: *Journal of Marketing, Journal of Applied Psychology, Journal of Retailing, Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science, Journal of Business Research, and Industrial Marketing Management*. She has also presented her work at numerous conferences and won several best papers in track awards at the Society for Marketing Advances and Academy of Marketing Science. Her research concentrates specifically on the relationships with retailers and manufacturers.

**Russell Belk** is York University Distinguished Research Professor and Kraft Foods Canada Chair in Marketing. He’s at Schulich School of Business, York University, Canada. Russell is a fellow, past president, and Film Festival co-founder in the Association for Consumer Research. He is also a fellow in the American Psychological Association and the Royal Society of Canada. He is past president of the International Society of Marketing and Development. He co-initiated the Consumer Behavior Odyssey and the Consumer Culture Theory Conference. He has received the Paul D. Converse Award, two Fulbright Fellowships, and the Sheth Foundation.
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of Consumer Research Award for Long Term Contribution to Consumer Research and has over 650 publications. His research involves the extended self, meanings of possessions, collecting, gift-giving, sharing, digital consumption, and materialism. This work is often qualitative, conceptual, visual, and cultural.

Sandrine Crener is a Professor of Marketing at Hult International Business School. She is interested in exploring further opportunities to bridge the literatures on luxury consumption, authenticity, and social status. Her current research interests lie on unconscious processes and implicit predictors of consumer behavior as well as cultural differences in luxury brand consumption. She holds a Master in Management from Kedge Graduate School of Business, an MBA from Aston University, UK, a PhD in Business Administration from the University of Nice-Sophia Antipolis and a Master in Public Administration from the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University.

Sandor Czellar is Professor of Marketing at HEC Lausanne at the University of Lausanne, Switzerland. He is curious about how consumers form identities and how the relevant psychological processes may drive consumer behavior. Luxury consumption and brand marketing are a long-standing research interest of his, a passion for which he is deeply grateful to the late Bernard Dubois. In recent years, sustainability and environmental concern have become central aspects of his scholarly inquiry. Sandor’s work has appeared in journals such as Journal of Marketing, Journal of Marketing Research, and International Journal of Research in Marketing.

Denise Dahlhoff is Senior Researcher, Consumer Research at The Conference Board (a global business research company). Her experience includes quantitative and qualitative marketing-focused research for academic, consulting, and business insights projects. She has written publications on retail, consumer, and marketing topics for business and academic audiences. Her academic work includes her dissertation on marketing-related motives of M&As in the food industry and co-authored research on the intangible value of different kinds of branding strategies, which won the Marketing Science Institute’s Robert D. Buzzell MSI Best Paper Award. Denise is a Senior Fellow at the Wharton School’s Lauder Institute for Management and International Studies, and she has taught marketing courses at the University of Pennsylvania, Cornell University, and the Indian School of Business.

David Dubois is Associate Professor of Marketing and Cornelius Group Fellow in Digital Analytics for Consumer Behaviour at INSEAD Singapore. His research and teaching intersect the psychology of technology, customer centricity and brand management. He helps professionals and organizations to drive their digital transformation and unlock value through digital analytics and insights, and agile communication strategies. He does this by unpacking how technologies offer new ways for brands to create value for the customer. He is also an expert on brand management through status and style with a particular focus on the luxury and fashion industries. David’s work on luxury consumption, social influence, power, persuasion
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and word-of-mouth has appeared in top marketing and psychology journals such as *Nature Communications*, *Journal of Consumer Research*, *Journal of Marketing Research*, *Journal of Marketing*, *Journal of Consumer Psychology*, *Psychological Science*, *Journal of Experimental Social Psychology* and *Social Psychological and Personality Science*. He is an editorial review board member of the *Journal of Consumer Research*, and *Recherche et Applications en Marketing*. At INSEAD, David teaches in the MBA and executive education programs. A passionate educator, David was among the top 40 global bestselling case authors in 2017/18 and 2018/19.

**Giana M. Eckhardt** is Professor of Marketing and Director of the Center for Research in Sustainability at Royal Holloway University of London, UK. Her research is located in the field of consumer culture theory, and she has published in outlets such as *Harvard Business Review*, and *Journal of Consumer Research*. She is co-author of *The Myth of the Ethical Consumer* (Cambridge University Press 2010), past co-chair of the Consumer Culture Theory conference, and is on the editorial review board of *Journal of Consumer Research*, and *Journal of Marketing*.

**Dafna Goor** is a Doctoral Student in Marketing at Harvard Business School, USA. Her research lies at the intersection of identity and the self, cultural and social capital, branding, status, and luxury consumption. In her research, she investigates the underlying mechanisms of symbolic consumption. In her doctoral thesis entitled “The Impostor Syndrome from Luxury Consumption,” Dafna demonstrates that luxury can be a double-edged sword—while luxury consumption yields status benefits, it can also make consumers feel inauthentic because it prompts them to question their entitlement to the privilege that luxury represents. Interestingly, the effect of consumers’ chronic psychological entitlement on feelings of inauthenticity from luxury consumption is independent from, and even more powerful than, income and gender, which often form the basis of the segmentation of consumers, particularly in the luxury sector. Dafna received a BA in Psychology and Business Administration and an MBA from Tel Aviv University.

**Dhruv Grewal** is Toyota Chair of Commerce and Electronic Business and Professor of Marketing at Babson College, USA. His research and teaching interests focus on the broad areas of value-based marketing strategies, retailing, pricing and services. He currently serves on numerous editorial review boards, such as *Journal of Marketing (AE)*, *Journal of Marketing Research*, *Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science (AE)*, and the advisory board for *Journal of Retailing*. He is listed in The World’s Most Influential Scientific Minds, Thompson Reuters 2014. He has also co-authored a number of books, including *Retail Marketing Management* (Sage 2018).

**Henrik Hagtvedt** is Associate Professor of Marketing at Boston College, USA. His primary research interests are in aesthetics and visual marketing, including topics such as art, design, and luxury branding. His research has appeared in outlets such as *Journal of Marketing Research*, *Journal of Consumer Research*, and *Journal of Marketing*. He is a 2015 MSI Young Scholar and serves on the ERBs of *Journal of*
Henrik B. Nyborg (Ph.D., University of Oxford) is Professor of Marketing and a research scholar at the Department of Management & Organizational Studies, York University, Toronto. His research has been featured in *TIME*, *Forbes*, *The Wall Street Journal*, *New York Times*, *Businessweek*, *The Boston Globe*, *Boston Herald*, *U.S. News & World Report*, *Los Angeles Times*, *ABC News*, *NPR*, and dozens of other major news outlets around the world. Prior to becoming a marketing scholar, Henrik worked full-time as an artist and exhibited internationally for several years, including more than 25 major exhibitions in Europe and Asia. Art-related experiences still inform his research interests.

**Kineta Hung** is Professor at the Department of Communication Studies at the Hong Kong Baptist University, Hong Kong. Her research interests include celebrity endorsement, managing national images, communication engagement, and advertising in China. Her works have appeared in: *Journal of Marketing, Journal of Advertising, Journal of International Business Studies, Journal of Advertising Research, Journal of Retailing*, and *Journal of International Marketing*. Professor Hung serves on the Editorial Boards of the *Journal of Advertising*, and the *International Journal of Advertising*. She is the recipient of a number of competitive research grants and awards, including the Emerald Management Reviews Citations of Excellence. In a recent publication, Professor Hung was named among the world’s 25 most prolific researchers in top advertising journals (2000‒2015). She has given academic and executive talks on various advertising topics in Hong Kong, in China, and overseas.

Anat Keinan is an Associate Professor of Marketing at Boston University’s Questrom School of Business. Her research interests include branding, symbolic consumption, luxury marketing, consumer wellness and well-being, consumer self-control, authenticity, status-signaling, and the consumption of experiences. She received her PhD in Marketing, with distinction, from Columbia Business School. Professor Keinan received the 2011 Ferber Award for her research on collectable experiences, and the 2018 AMA Erin Anderson Award for Emerging Female Marketing Scholar and Mentor. Professor Keinan was twice ranked by AMA as one of the top 50 most productive scholars in the premier marketing journals in the past five years. Her research was selected for the *New York Times Magazine*’s Year in Ideas issue, and recognized as the *Journal of Consumer Research* best paper award finalist in 2009, 2014, and 2017. She was named a MSI Young Scholar, and serves on the Editorial Review Board of JCR. Her research was featured in the JCR Research Curations on “Products as Signals,” “Behavioral Pricing,” and “Meaningful Choice.”

Robert V. Kozinets is the Jayne and Hans Hufschmid Chair of Digital Cultural Research at University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism and Marshall School of Business. He is also Associate Editor of the *Journal of Consumer Research*, Editorial Board Member of the *Journal of Marketing*, an Academic Trustee of Cambridge-based *Marketing Science Institute*, and the past co-chair of the Association for Consumer Research’s 2018 Conference. He is an expert on social media, ethnographic methods, and branding. He has authored and
co-authored over 100 pieces of research on the intersection of technology, media, brands, and consumers, including four books. His newest work, *Netnography: The Essential Guide to Qualitative Social Media Research* was published by Sage in 2020. On the industry side, he has extensive speaking, training, and consulting experience with a range of global companies and organizations, including HSBC, TD Bank, American Express, Merck, Sony, Nissan, eBay, Campbell Soup, and L’Oréal.

**Gilles Laurent** is Research Fellow at the ESSEC Business School, France. Gilles Laurent’s initial research on luxury was done with Bernard Dubois. They introduced in 1994 the concept of “excursionists,” people who choose to access the world of luxury only in exceptional circumstances (the extraordinary consumption of ordinary people, in contrast to the ordinary consumption of extraordinary people). Their 2001 paper (with Sandor Czellar) on “Consumer rapport to luxury: analysing complex and ambivalent attitudes” now counts 499 Google Scholar citations, in spite of remaining unpublished. With Jean-Noël Kapferer, Gilles has shown that the frontier of luxury, as seen by consumers, is idiosyncratic and extremely heterogeneous, at least in terms of price. Gilles’ research has investigated consumer involvement, branding, sales promotions, older consumers, consumers’ treatment of prices, and other topics. He has published since 1976 articles in *Management Science, Journal of Marketing Research, Marketing Science, International Journal of Research in Marketing, Journal of Consumer Research, Journal of Marketing, Journal of Consumer Research, Marketing Letters*, and other outlets. He was Editor-in-Chief of *International Journal of Research in Marketing*, during the previous millennium.

**Lucia Malär** is Lecturer and Researcher in the Marketing Department at the University of Bern, Switzerland. Her research interests lie at the intersection between brands and consumers and focus on consumer selves (e.g., ideal self), consumer emotions (e.g., envy, creepiness), brand perceptions (e.g., authenticity, cult brands, family firm brands, dark triad), and marketing communications (e.g., influencer marketing, effects on healthy body image). Her work is published in the *Journal of Marketing, Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science, Journal of Consumer Psychology, Journal of the Association of Consumer Research, Journal of Service Research*, and *Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice*.

**Felicitas Morhart** is Professor of Marketing at HEC Lausanne at the University of Lausanne, Switzerland. She holds a PhD in Marketing from the University of St. Gallen, Switzerland. She is currently teaching Luxury Marketing in the Master in Management program at HEC Lausanne. She also delivers strategic consulting for select luxury companies. Felicitas’ research interest revolves around the question of how companies can create meaning and well-being for stakeholders through their marketing and branding activities. She uses concepts of positive psychology to promote the transdisciplinary exchange on the notion of branding, such as her work on brand-specific transformational leadership, brand authenticity, human branding and luxury branding. Her work has been published in the *Journal of Marketing, Journal of Consumer Psychology, Journal of Management Inquiry, Journal of*
Mario Pandelaere is Professor of Marketing at Virginia Tech and Ghent University, Belgium. His research interests include persuasion, judgment and decision-making and materialism and conspicuous consumption. His work has been published in top-tier journals in Business and Psychology, including *Journal of Consumer Research, Journal of Public Policy & Marketing, International Journal of Research in Marketing, Journal of Consumer Psychology, Journal of Experimental Social Psychology, Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin* and *Psychological Science*. He has taught Public Relations, Persuasive Communication, Marketing Communication, Advertising, Advanced Research Methods, and currently teaches Marketing, Society and Public Interest and Experimental Research. He reviews for academic journals in business, psychology and communication sciences, and for the Flemish and the Australian science foundations, serves on the Editorial Board of the *Journal of Consumer Research*, and is an Area Editor for the *International Journal of Research in Marketing*.

Vanessa M. Patrick is Bauer Professor of Marketing at the University of Houston, USA. She has a PhD in Business from the University of Southern California, an MBA in Marketing and a BS degree from Bombay University. Her research deals with the psychology that underlies the two sides of the pleasure coin. On one hand, she studies the pursuit of pleasure in her work dealing with art, aesthetics and luxury and on the other, she investigates strategies to successfully manage and control the pull of pleasure. Her research has appeared in the *Journal of Consumer Research, Journal of Marketing Research, Journal of Consumer Psychology*, and numerous other academic journals. She was named one of the top 50 most productive marketing scholars worldwide by AMA’s DocSig, an MSI Young Scholar by the Marketing Science Institute, and, has won several research and teaching awards.

Anne L. Roggeveen is Professor of Marketing at Babson College, USA. Anne serves on the American Marketing Association’s Academic Council and is Joint Editor-in-Chief for the *Journal of Retailing*. Her research interests are in the areas of retailing and pricing. Her research has been widely published including in the *Journal of Marketing, Journal of Marketing Research, Journal of Consumer Research, Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science, Journal of Consumer Psychology, and Journal of Retailing*. She has won numerous awards for her research and teaching.

Emma Samsioe is Postdoctoral Researcher at the Department of Service Management at Lund University, Sweden. Her research interests are in the areas of consumer behavior and fashion markets. She specializes in research on consumer learning and competences, and her work focuses on how consumers use different practices to make sense of market offerings in fast-changing retail environments, such as the fast fashion market.
Bernd Schmitt is Robert D. Calkins Professor of International Business at Columbia Business School, USA. Bernd is author/co-author of ten books translated into more than 25 languages, including Experiential Marketing (Free Press 2000), Customer Experience Management (Wiley 2003), and Happy Customers Everywhere (Palgrave 2012). His research on branding, experience management, and radical innovations has been published in leading marketing and psychology journals.

Elisa Schweiger is Assistant Professor of Marketing Analytics at King’s Business School, UK. Her research interests focus on the areas of multisensory marketing and pricing in retail environments. She combines insights from psychology, consumer behavior, and retailing to study how sensory marketing impacts decision-making. Her main teaching activities lie in consumer psychology, consumer behavior, and research methods. Her research is supported through numerous awards (e.g., Santander Mobility Award, Future Research Leader Award) and scholarships (GRS and URSA Graduate Scholarships).

L.J. Shrum is Professor of Marketing at HEC Paris, France. Shrum holds a PhD in Communications and a MS in Advertising (University of Illinois–Urbana-Champaign), and a BBA in Finance (University of Houston). His research applies social cognition concepts to understand the determinants of consumer judgments. He has written extensively on how media information influences the construction of values, attitudes and beliefs. His most recent research focuses on the multiples roles of the self in consumer judgment, particularly with respect to self-threats and their influence on materialism and conspicuous consumption. His research has appeared in leading journals in marketing, psychology, and communication, including Journal of Consumer Research, Journal of Consumer Psychology, Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin, Public Opinion Quarterly, and Human Communication Research. The second edition of his edited volume The Psychology of Entertainment Media: Blurring the Lines Between Entertainment and Persuasion was published by Routledge in 2012.

Andrew T. Stephen is L’Oréal Professor of Marketing at Saïd Business School, University of Oxford, UK. Andrew’s research focuses on issues that lie at the intersections of consumer behavior, new technology, and data-driven marketing. Much of his recent research examines how consumers interact with firms and other consumers in social media, and how these encounters affect behavior.

David K. Tse is Chair Professor of International Marketing, Stelux Professor of Marketing and Director of the Contemporary Marketing Center for the Faculty of Business and Economics at the University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong. His research interests include market entry strategies, consumer satisfaction and various aspects of marketing strategy in China. His work has appeared in the Journal of Marketing, Journal of Marketing Research, Journal of International Business Studies, and Journal of Consumer Research. He is a well-cited scholar and has been rated
among the leading researchers in International Business. He has served in different gate-keeping roles in marketing, international business and international marketing.

**Luca M. Visconti** is Professor of Marketing at the Università della Svizzera Italiana, Switzerland and ESCP Europe, France. Luca is also Lecturer at Sciences Po, Paris, and at IFM—Institut Français de la Mode, Paris. His research interests include consumer vulnerability and well-being, luxury brand management, and brand storytelling.

**Yajin Wang** is Professor of Marketing at the Robert H. Smith School of Business, University of Maryland, USA. Wang received her PhD from the Carlson School of Management at University of Minnesota. Her research focuses on branding strategy, luxury consumption, and the evolutionary roots of modern human behaviors. Her work has been published in top academic journals such as *Journal of Marketing Research*, *Journal of Consumer Research*, and *Psychological Science*. Her research is also regularly featured in the *New York Times*, *Wall Street Journal*, *Harvard Business Review*, CNN and BBC News.

**Keith Wilcox** is Barbara and Meyer Feldberg Associate Professor of Business at the Columbia Business School, USA. His research examines consumer judgment and decision-making, with a specific focus on the role of feelings in decision-making and self-control. He is also interested in understanding the factors that motivate consumers to purchase counterfeit and genuine luxury brands. He has published articles in several leading academic journals including the *Journal of Marketing Research*, the *Journal of Consumer Research*, the *Journal of Marketing*, and the *Journal of Personality and Social Psychology*. Additionally, his research has been featured in the *New York Times*, *Time Magazine*, the Food Network and *Psychology Today*. Professor Wilcox teaches the core marketing course and an elective on luxury branding in the full-time MBA program.

**Judith Lynne Zaichkowsky** is Professor of Marketing at the Beedie School of Business at Simon Fraser University, Canada. She received her PhD from the University of California, Los Angeles in Marketing, with minors in Psychology and Statistics. She holds a Master’s degree in Consumer Studies from the University of Guelph and received a Notable Alumni Award, from their College of Business and Economics in 2017 for outstanding contributions to research. Dr. Zaichkowsky’s 1985 *Journal of Consumer Research* paper on the involvement construct has been recognized as one of the most cited articles in consumer behavior and one of the most influential articles in the field of advertising. She is the author of *The Psychology Behind Trademark Infringement and Counterfeiting* (Routledge 2006). Today her focus is helping her junior colleagues get promoted through co-authoring journal articles with them. For more information see: http://www.sfu.ca/~zaichkow/.

**Z. John Zhang** is Professor of Marketing and Tsai Wan-Tsai Professor at the Warthon School at University of Pennsylvania, USA. He received a PhD and MA in Economics from the University of Michigan, and also a PhD and MA in the History
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and Sociology of Science and Technology from the University of Pennsylvania. Professor Zhang is currently a Professor of Marketing and Tsai Wan-Tsai Professor at the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania. He is also the director of the Penn Wharton China Center. Before Wharton, he was a faculty member at the Columbia Business School and the Ohlin School of Business of Washington University in St. Louis. John’s research focuses on pricing, targeted pricing strategies, retail management, CRM strategies, green-lighting movie scripts, and luxury goods. Dr. Zhang has published over 50 articles mostly in top-tier academic journals, including Marketing Science, Management Science, and the Journal of Marketing Research, in many areas of marketing. In addition to his extensive research accomplishments, Dr. Zhang is also a teacher of considerable international following. He has taught thousands of MBA and EMBA students in the US and India, and he has also taught thousands of Chinese executives in the past ten years.